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We examine the various mechanismswhich have been proposed to compensatefor the climatic
effects of a 30% increasein the solar luminosity over the past 41/2billion years. Although atmospheric
greenhouse effects have received most attention, other mechanisms may have played a role of
comparableimportance. In particular, we note that the developmentof continentsduring the past 21/2
billion years could have had a significant secular effect on the atmosphere-oceanheat transport
system. As a result, past climates may have been less susceptibleto complete freeze-over. A simple
energy balancemodel is usedto demonstratethe magnitudeof this effect. Becausethe CO2 greenhouse
effect is not the only means of compensatingfor solar evolution, the faint-young-sunproblem should
not be used to infer past levels of atmosphericCO2.

1. INTRODUCTION

Stellar evolution theory [seeSchwarzschild,1958]predicts
that the sun was initially about 30% fainter than at present.
The luminosity then increased in a roughly linear fashion to
its present value some 4.7 billion years later. Since the
earth' s climate is determined by a balance between incoming
solar radiation and outgoinginfrared radiation, this evolution
would have produced a 9%, or 25øC, change in the earth's
effective radiating temperature, if all other factors remained
constant. Due to the positive feedbacksprovided by the icealbedo and water-vapor greenhouseeffects, energy balance
models predict that the correspondingchangein the surface
temperature would be much greater [Budyko, 1969]. Since
annual-mean surface temperaturesnow range from -49øC at
the south pole to 27øC near the equator [Warren and
Schneider, 1979], the direct inference is that the earth was
totally frozen for much of its history. This conflictswith the
geological record of glaciations [cf. Frakes, 1979]. In addition, reflection of solar radiation by snow and ice is so
efficient that a totally glaciated earth would have remained
frozen even for a solarluminosity30% larger than its present
value [cf. North, 1975].
This 'faint young sun' problem has stimulateda number of
investigations into terrestrial effects which could compensate for the changingsolar luminosity and maintain climatic
conditionscloser to those of the present. Following the early
work of Sagan and Mullen [1972], most of these investigations have exclusively consideredan enhancedgreenhouse
effect due to some postulated change in the composition of
the earth's atmosphere.The recent consensus[Owen et al.,
1979; Henderson-Sellers and Schwartz, 1980; Wigley, 1981;
Walker et al., 1981] seemsto favor the greenhouseeffect due
to a larger abundance of carbon dioxide in the early atmosphere. While this may be an entirely reasonable solution,
consideration should be given as to whether it is the complete solution. This is particularly true consideringrecent

trends to reverse the reasoning and use the faint-young-sun
problem to infer the chemical history of the earth's atmosphere [e.g., Wigley and Brimblecombe, 1981].
In this paper, we examine the faint-young-sunproblemfor
the specificpurposeof determiningwhether the CO2 greenhouse solution is necessary and/or unique. We begin in
section 2 by consideringthe chronologyof solar and terrestial evolution in order to develop constraintson greenhouse
and other mechanismsfor compensatingfor solar evolution.
Specific compensatorymechanismsare examined in section
3. This examination indicates that independentgeochemical
arguments on the CO2 greenhouseare ambiguousand that
other factors may have played a comparablerole in determining the climate. These and related conclusionsare dis-
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cussed in section 4.

2.

SOLAR EVOLUTION

AND TERRESTRIAL

EVENTS

The solid curve in Figure 1 shows the evolution of the
solarluminosity(in units of the presentluminosityLs). This
curve was computed with the stellar evolution code described by Endal and Sofia [1981]. The age of the earth is
generally placed at 4.5 to 4.65 billion years (b.y.). We adopt
4.7 b.y. as the age of the sun, basedon the expectationthat
the more massive sun contracts to a near-equilibrium state
faster than the earth. The other important parameterswhich
must be specified to calculate the evolution are the total
mass and the initial composition.The mass can be directly
measuredby orbital mechanicswhile the initial composition
is set equal to the spectroscopically determined surface
compositionof the present sun [Ross and Aller, 1976]. The
latter procedureis internally consistentin that the modelsdo
not predict any significantnuclear processingof the surface
layers and this is confirmed by observationsof solar-type
stars with a range of ages. The solar helium abundance
cannot be directly determined,due to the absenceof suitable
absorption lines in the solar spectrum. The initial helium
abundanceis, therefore, adjustedto give the observed solar
luminosity at an age of 4.7 b.y. To a limited degree,this can
be checked by observations of other types of stars where
suitable helium lines are present in the spectra.
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We now turn to the correspondinghistory of the earth, for
which the vertical and horizontal lines in Figure 1 indicate a
SOLAR

LUMINOSl

0.95

number of important events and boundaries. The dotted
lines indicate the major glacial events, following Tarling
[1978a]. The impressionobtained from Figure 1 is that the
frequencyof glacialeventstendsto increasewith time. Prior
to the Proterozoic interval, event (b), the absenceof known
glaciationscould be explained either by the lack of conti-
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Fig. 1. Predicted solar luminosity as a function of time. The
dotted lines indicate times of major glaciations,as summarizedby
Tarling [1978a]. The dashed lines refer to the following events: (a)
oldest known rocks, earliest evidence of life and liquid H20 [Cloud,
1976]; (b) Proterozoic interval [Sutton and Watson, 1974], (d)
beginningof accumulationof substantialfree oxygen [Cloud, 1976],
and (e) formation of rigid crustal plates [Sutton and Watson, 1974].

Because of the freedom in choosing the initial helium
abundance, there are no simple direct checks that the solar
models accurately portray the present state and history of
the sun. However, as summarized by Iben [1967], the basic
predictions of stellar evolution theory (including the luminosity prediction) have been confirmedby a wide variety of
observational tests applied to other stars. Furthermore,
simple scalingarguments[Newman and Rood, 1977;Endal,
1981] show that the luminosity prediction is "robust" in the
sense that the result is not sensitive

to uncertainties

in the

physical data used to construct solar models. This is very
different from the prediction of the solar neutrinoflux, which
is very sensitive to detailed physical data. For this reason,
uncertaintiesregardingthe solar neutrino controversydo not
transfer to the solar luminosity prediction. We emphasize
this point because it has apparently been a source of
confusion [e.g., Pollack, 1979].
According to our calculations, the initial luminosity of the
sun (once it settled to an equilibrium state) was L - 0.71 Ls.
The subsequent increase in luminosity is not quite a linear
function of time. For instance, 41% of the luminosity increase takes place during the first half of the evolution, while
59% of the increase occurs in the second half. The simple
formula

L(t) = [1 + 0.412(1- t/ts)]-lLs

(1)

gives an excellent fit to the curve. In equation (1), t is the
elapsed time since the formation of the sun and ts is the
present age (4.7 b.y.). Scaling arguments predict a similar
functional form for L(t) and show that this form has a basic
physical explanation [Endal, 1981]. Complicating factors
such as the initial rotation rate and the possibility of a strong
magnetic field in the solar core contribute, at most, a 5%
uncertainty to these predictions (i.e., the true luminosity
increase is somewhere between 25 and 35%). Considering
the other uncertainties of the faint-young-sunproblem, this
is entirely negligible.

land masses to act as suitable foundations

for

glaciersor, perhapsmore simply, by the sparseness
of the
geological record. However, neither of these explanations
applies subsequentto the Proterozoic interval. The general
trend toward more frequentglaciationsis consistentwith the
decreasingsurface temperaturesfound by Knauth and Epstein [ 1976]from isotopicanalysisof chertsformed over the
past 3 b.y. This runs contrary to the naive expectationfrom
the solar luminosity curve and points, once again, to the
need for additional influencesto compensatefor the solar
evolution.

The Huronian glaciation, event (c), is of some interest
with regard to possible compensatory mechanisms.The
most extensive evidence for the Huronian glaciationis found
in the Canadian shield, but glacial depositshave also been
found in South Africa and India [Tarling, 1978a]. The
glaciations at the widely distributed locations were not
necessarily synchronousand the Huronian glaciation may
actually refer to a seriesof more local events.This pictureis
supportedby the occurrenceof three distinctlevelsof glacial
strata in the Canadian shield. The evidencepoints to a fairly
extendedperiod with conditionsconduciveto glacierformation [Frakes, 1979].

The relevance to compensatorymechanismsis that the
Huronian glaciationimpliesthat a transitionto a lower mean
surfacetemperaturewas possibleat a very early time. This
event (or series of events) was followed by a much longer
period (of at least 1 b.y.) of apparently warmer climates,
devoid of permanent snow or ice cover. Such behavior
argues against a simple monotonic compensatorymechanism suchas the decreasein atmosphericCO2 due to the rise
of biologicalactivity, thoughfluctuationsin the atmospheric
CO2 concentrationdue to fluctuationsin the level of volcanic
activity [cf. Budyko and Ronov, 1979] offer a possible
explanation.
For the purpose of examining possible compensatory
mechanisms, it would be useful to have values for the mean
surface temperatures over a considerablefraction of the
earth's history. We might, for instance, adopt the ground
water temperatures determined by Knauth and Epstein
[1976] from cherts collected in the middle and western

United States.However, thesetemperaturesrefer to specific
locations and the inferred temperature history could be
severelyinfluencedby changesin latitude due to continental
migration. Until more extensive data are available, we can
only require that potential compensatorymechanismsprevent a total glaciation of the earth. Consideringthat the
climate is now more glacial than the long-term average [cf.
Tarling, 1978a], we will require that compensatorymechanisms have maintained mean surface temperatures near or
above the present value.
3.

COMPENSATORY MECHANISMS

To counteractthe monotonicallyincreasingsolar luminosity, the magnitudeof a potential compensatorymechanism
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must evolve (more or less) steadily over a substantial arguments against the ammonia- and methane-based greenfraction of the earth's history. We will examinethree possi- house effects suggestedby Sagan and Mullen [1972] and
bilities: (1) a decreasingrate of heat flow from the earth's Hart [1978]. These arguments are fairly compelling and
interior, which supplementsthe solar input, (2) an atmo- restrict the roles of reduced-gas greenhouses to a small
spheric greenhouseeffect which decreasesin magnitudedue fraction of the earth's history, so we will consideronly the
to the chemical evolution of the atmosphere-lithosphere effectsof H20 and CO2. In particular,we will focuson the
system, and (3) the effect of the evolution of the lithosphere question of whether a CO2 greenhouse effect sufficient to
on heat transport by the atmosphere-oceansystem.The first compensatefor solar evolution necessarilyfollows from the
mechanism directly alters the energy budget of the earth, current picture of the evolution of the atmosphere.
while the secondand third mechanismsaffect primarily the
For a given solarluminosity,the atmosphericCO2 content
temperature gradients in the vertical and meridional direc- required to maintain the present mean surface temperature
tions, respectively. The latter two mechanismsmay also can be estimated from radiative-convective atmosphere
alter the energy budget by their effect on the planetary models. Augustsson and Ramanathan [1977] find that doualbedo (ice-albedo feedback).
bling the CO2 concentrationhas roughly the sameeffect as a
2% changein the solar luminosity(both producinga 2-3 K
3.1.
Heat Flow From the Interior
change in the model surface temperature). However, this
The presentsolarirradianceis 1368.3W m-2 [Willsonet result cannot be linearly extrapolatedto estimatethe effects
al., 1981] and, with a planetary albedo of 0.30 [Ellis et al.,
of larger changesin CO2concentrationbecauseof saturation
1978],the heat inputfrom the sunis 1.2 x 1017W. The of the infrared absorptionbands. Calculationsfor very large
present rate of heat flow from the earth's interior is estimat- CO2 concentrations have been presented by Owen et al.
ed to be 4.2 x 1013W [Sclateret al., 1980],i.e., 3.5 x 10-4 [ 1979], in conjunction with their greenhousescenario. From
times smaller than the solar influence. At earlier times, the
their Table 1, we find that a factor of 27 increase in CO2 is
heat flow was certainlylargerand so the crucialquestionis required to maintain present surfacetemperatureswhen the
whether it could have been large enoughto competewith the sun was 11% fainter than now. Assuminga linear evolution
solar influence for a substantial fraction of the earth's
of the solarluminosity, Owen et al. estimatethat the sunwas
history. This can be ruled out by considering the relevant
11%fainter some2 b.y. BP. From our equation(1) (or Figure
energetics.
1), we estimatethat this point was reachedonly 1.4 b.y. BP.
If we assume that the heat flow from the interior was
It appears that at least a factor of 30 changein atmospheric
sufficientto maintain the total (solar plus interior) heat input CO2 concentrationis requiredto totally compensatefor solar
to the climate system at its present (solar) value, and we evolution during the past 2 b.y. Much larger changesare
integrate the interior componentover the age of the earth, required for earlier times. We can examine the physical
then the energy to be extracted from the interior amountsto processeswhich have led to the present atmosphericcompo3 x 1033J. The largestpotentialsourceof energyis the sition to see whether suchlarge (and recent) changesare to
gravitationalbindingenergyreleasedin the formationof the be expected.
earth.The totalbindingenergyof the earthis 2.5 x 1032J
The present atmosphereaccumulatedby outgassingfrom
[Allen, 1973], which is too small by an order of magnitude. the surface of the earth after the primordial atmosphere
Even if this energy was released at a rate optimal for the escaped the earth's gravitational field. The most conspicufaint-young-sunproblem, it could only compensatefor 10% ous example of such outgassing is now associated with
of the solar luminositychange.In reality, most of the energy volcanicfumaroles.Althoughfumarolicgassesare partially
was released very early during the formation of the earth recycled, we may use data on their compositionas, at least,
[Hanks and Anderson, 1969]. The present source of heat a qualitative guide to the products of earlier outgassing
from the earth's interior is radioactive decay; this energy [Walker, 1977]. The major constituentsof fumarolic gases
reservoir is smaller than the gravitational energy by yet
are H20 (--•97%by weight) and CO2 (--•2%), with N2 present
another order of magnitude.
at a level of--•0.1% [White and Waring, 1963]. Since the
atmosphere is now dominated by N2, substantial sinks of
3.2. Greenhouse Effects
H20 and CO2 are required to produce the present atmosphere by outgassing.
As mentioned in section 1, the greenhouse effect has
received much attention as a mechanismfor compensating
The obvious sink for water vapor is condensation.The
for solar evolution. Briefly, atmosphericconstituentssuch existence of very old sedimentaryrocks indicates that conas H20, CO2, and (to lesser extents) 03 and N20 absorb
densation occurred at an early epoch, at least 3.8 b.y. BP
infrared radiation from the earth's surface. As a result, the
[Moorebath et al., 1973]. From this point on, the partial
surface temperature is raised above the effective radiating pressure of water vapor was controlled by equilibrium
temperature. With the present atmosphericcomposition,the
between evaporation and condensation. If this equilibrium
greenhouseeffect increasesthe mean surfacetemperatureby
maintains roughly constant relative humidity [Manabe and
some 30 K [cf. North et al., 1981]. Doubling the infrared
Wetheraid, 1967], •the H20 greenhouse effect acts as a
absorptionof the atmospherewould be sufficientto compen- positive feedback for solar luminosity changesand, theresate for solar evolution so it is entirely conceivablethat the
fore, is unsuitableas a compensatorymechanism.
earth was kept warm by such an effect.
Once the oceansformed, they alsoprovided a sink for CO2
Specific scenarios using the greenhouse mechanism to
by solution of bicarbonate ions in water and subsequent
compensate for the changing solar luminosity have been
precipitation of solid carbonates. The chemistry of this
described by Sagan and Mullen [1972], Hart [1978], and
processis describedin detail by Walker [1977, chapter 3], so
Owen et al. [1979]. Owen et al. [1979; see also, Kuhn and
we will consideronly a schematicrepresentation.WeatherAtreya, 1979, and Kasting, 1982] have offered a number of
ing of surface silicate minerals by reactions such as
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CaSiO3+ 2CO2 + H20--> Ca++ + 2HCO3- + SiO2 (2)
removes carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.The products
of suchweatheringare carried by rivers to the oceans,where
carbonateprecipitationoccursvia reactionssuchas

Ca++ + 2HCO3---> CaCO3 + H20 + CO2

(3)

The net result of this (nonbiological)processis removal of
CO2 from the atmosphere-oceansystemand conversionof
silicate minerals

to carbonate

minerals.

As pointedout by Rasool and de Bergh [1970],the critical

AND CLIMATE

sinceboththe inorganic
andorganiccarbonreservoirs,
as
well as the oceanic reservoir, are much larger than the

atmosphericcontent. The atmospherethus plays only a
minor role in total carbon storage. Berkner and Marshall
[1966] suggestthat it is unlikely that the equilibriumpartial
pressureof CO2 was ever greaterthan 10 times its present
value. Budyko and Ronov [1980] suggestsimilar increases
abovethe presentvaluedueto departuresfrom carbon-cycle
equilibrium causedprimarily by variations in the level of
volcanic activity.

Perhapsmost important,the presentrate of weatheringof
sive CO2-dominatedatmosphereon the former and a moder- surface silicate minerals is influencedby a variety of physiate N2-dominated atmosphere for the latter--is that the cal processeswhich have not been even approximately
earth's atmospherepassedthroughthe region of the phase constantthroughoutthe historyof the earth. Suchprocesses
diagramwhere H20 existsas a liquid. The early formationof include the rate of surface water run-off and the rate of
a hydrosphere, rather than later biological activity, is exposureof fresh silicate mineralsby geologicaluplift and
thought to be responsiblefor removal from the earth's erosion. Given that the time scale estimated above is marginatmosphere of most of the outgassedCO2. In terms of al (a factor of 2 increaseor decreasewould substantiallyalter
compensatorymechanisms,the critical issueconcernsthe the conclusions),the inherrent uncertaintiesprecludea firm
conclusionregardingthe importanceof the CO2 greenhouse
time scale for removal of the excess atmospheric CO2.
The rate of CO2 removal is presentlycontrolledby the rate as a compensatorymechanism.Simulationsof the chemical
of silicate weathering. At the current weatheringrate, 2 b.y. evolutionof the atmosphere[e.g., Hart, 1978]are not much
would be requiredto build up the carbonatedepositsto their help, either. The number of assumptionsand adjustable
presentlevelof 5 x 1021molesof CO2.(Thisis derivedfrom parametersin such simulationsis at least as large as the
Walker's [1977]estimatethat2 x 105yr wouldberequiredto number of available constraints. In particular, Hart [1978]
convertthe 6 x 1017molesof CO2containedin thefossil-fuel assumedthat a CO2 greenhouseeffect maintainedconstant
reservoir into carbonate minerals.) At this rate, equilibrium surface temperaturesduring the secondhalf of the earth's
partial pressuresof CO2 could have been establishedduring history to constrainthe possiblesolutions.Suchmodelsmay
the first half of the earth's evolution. The CO2 greenhouse indicate that compensationfor the increasingsolarluminoseffect would have played a dominantrole during the first 2 ity by a decreasingCO2 greenhouseeffect is plausible,but
b.y. after formation of the oceans, but other influences they cannot prove the case. Direct argumentsagainstthis
would still be required to compensatefor the substantial mechanism are likewise inconclusive. For this reason, it may
increasein the sun'sluminosityduringthe secondhalf of the be useful to estimate the magnitudeof possiblecompeting

difference between Venus and the earth--leading to a mas-

earth's history.
Several factors could have substantiallyincreasedthe time
required to reduce the high atmospheric CO2 levels produced by volcanic emanations:
1.

Scenarios

for the chemical

evolution

of the oceans

[e.g., Garrels and Perry, 1974; Schopf, 1980, chapter 5]
generally start with a slightly acidic mixture (pH --- 6.5),
reflecting the chemistry of volcanic gases.Since carbonates
dissolvefor pH < 7.0, reaction (3) would have been prevented until reactions on basic igneousrocks raised the oceanic
pH closerto the presentvaluesof 7.5 to 8.5. The existenceof
chemically precipitated carbonatedepositsin the 3.8 b.y.old Isua, Greenland formation [Moorebath et al., 1973]
shows that the required pH values were reached (at least
locally) at an early epoch;
2. Geologicalprocessesleadingto volcanicrecyclingand
weathering of carbonate depositsreturn CO2 to the atmosphere.This reducesthe net rate of removal of atmospheric
CO2. On the other hand, the rate of carbonatedeposition
shouldhave been greater in the past when atmosphericCO2
concentrationswere larger, and recycling would only compete effectively with depositiononce the equilibrium state
was approached;
3. In the present carbon budget, roughly 20% is contained as organic sedimentarydeposits.Even if the carbon
cycle approached equilibrium very early, the equilibrium
partial pressure of CO2 may have been higher in the prebiology era than at present. It is difficult to estimatehow
large an effect this would have on the atmosphericCO2 level

influences.

3.3.

Changes in Meridional Heat Transport

The greenhouseeffect alters the relationshipbetween the
surface temperature and the effective radiating temperature
of the earth. This can be viewed as a change in the vertical
distribution of temperaturein the atmosphere.We should
also considerthe possibleinfluenceof changesin the horizontal (latitudinal) temperature distribution, near the surface. Such changesmay not directly alter the mean surface
temperature, but they will affect the conditionsfor onset of
glaciation. As noted in section 2, the absenceof significant
glaciation throughout most of the earth's history provides
the strongest evidence for the existence of compensatory
mechanisms.

The latitudinal temperature distributionis determinedby
the distributionof incoming solar radiation and the poleward
transport of energy by the atmosphere-oceansystem. The
changing topography of the earth's surface may alter the

efficiency of poleward energy transport and, hence, the
latitudinaltemperaturegradient.Before consideringspecific
mechanismsby which surfacetopographymay affect energy
transport, we will briefly review the major stagesin the
evolution of the earth's crust. This will serve to identify
long-term trends relevant to the faint-young-sunproblem.
Recent interpretationsof the geologicalrecord favor an
evolutionary developmentwith changingtectonic patterns,
as opposed to the uniformitarian view that the modern
pattern of plate tectonics has dominated for most of the
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earth's history. Sutton and Watson [1974] divide the evolution of the earth's surfaceinto three distinct stages,based on
the qualitative features (style) of orogenic activity. Variations on this theme have been developed from models of
mantle convection [McKenzie and Weiss, 1975], from models for accumulation of sedimentary deposits [Hargraves,
1976], from paleomagnetic data [Embleton and Schmidt,
1979], and from interpretations of rock types and their
tectonic settings [Goodwin, 1981]. Although these interpretations differ in detail, they all agree that evolution, rather
than a steady state, has been the rule up to relatively recent
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depths are 21, 35, and 41 km, respectively. By comparison,
the continental crust is now 30 to 40 km thick and, if spread
uniformly over the earth, would form a sialic layer approximately 12 km deep.
With this geologicalbackground,we can considerpossible
effects on the global climate. In general, we expect that the
progressivedevelopment of large variations in surface elevation (both on land and in the ocean basins), impedes meridional heat transport. Changes in the total surface area of the
oceans may be particularly important. Using an isostatic
model, with constant oceanic and sialic volumes, Hargraves

times.

[1976] finds that the mean continental elevation would have

Following Sutton and Watson [1974], we specify three
major regimes: (1) the Archean regime, prior to 2.5 b.y. BP;
(2) the early Proterozoic regime, 2.5 to 1.3 b.y. BP; and (3)
the late Proterozoic and Phanerozoic regime, from 1.3 b.y.
BP to the present. The Archean regime contains the most
dramatic changes, including differentiation and consolidation of most of the crust during the first 1.0 b.y. [Hargraves,

been below

1976] and accumulation of almost all of the oceans during the
first 2.0 b.y. [Schopf, 1980]. Permanent crustal masseswere
small and highly mobile. The second regime starts at the
Proterozoic interval (event (b) in Figure 1), which marks the
first appearance of large and stable continental masses.

Common pole wanderingcurves indicate the existenceof a
few stable 'supercontinent' sheetsfrom 2.3 b.y. BP to, at
least, 1.6 b.y. BP [Embleton and Schmidt, 1979]. The
characteristicorogenicfeatures are the complex systemsof
mobile belts within the large sheets [Sutton and Watson,
1974]. These belt systemsresulted from internal deformations of the relatively flexible crustal sheets.This is in sharp
contrast to the tectonic style of the present regime, which is
dominatedby disruptionsand collisionsof rigid plates, with
orogenic activity concentrated at the leading and trailing
edgesof the plates. Within this last period (startingat (e) in
Figure 1), independentdrifting of continent-sizedplates has
been the rule since, at least, 1.0 b.y. BP [Embleton and

sea level until the thickness

of the continental

crust approached 30 km. The 750øC isotherm would have
reached this depth between 1.4 and 0.9 b.y. BP. Prior to this
time, highland regions would have existed above sea level
(as required by fluvial deposits in early Proterozoic formations), but the oceans would have been less constrained to
well-defined ocean basins. This may have allowed freer
ocean circulation, more closely reflecting the zonal atmospheric driving. The sensitivity of ocean circulation to
changes in the land-sea boundaries has been demonstrated
by the laboratory simulations of Luyendyk et al. [1972]. At
present, the oceanscarry an average of 40% of the poleward
heat flux in the latitudes 0-70øN [Vonder Haar and Oort,
1973]. Circulation is constrained by ocean-basinboundaries
and almost all of the water resides in deep basins, with very
long turnover times. With the postulated greater ocean
circulation of the Archean and early Proterozoic regimes,
the oceans may have dominated meridional energy transport.

The flatter topographyof the earlier surfacemay also have
influenced atmospheric circulation. However, numerical
simulations of the general circulation, with and without
mountains, suggestthat orographiceffects on global climate
may be minimal [Karahara and Washington, 1971; Manabe
and Terpstra, 1974]. In this case, the effect of the rise of
Schmidt, 1979].
continents on ocean circulation would be of primary interest.
The common feature in these successive regimes is the
We will not attempt a direct calculation of the effects on
emergence and thickening of continental plates, separated climate of greater ocean circulation. Rather, we will use an
by ocean basins. This resultedfrom progressivesegregation idealized climate model to explore the general effects of
of the sialic (granitic) crust into continental formations. more efficient heat transport by the atmosphere-oceansysDuring the Archean regime, this was restricted to localized tem. We choose the one-dimensional (latitudinal) energy
massifswhich, during the early Proterozoicregime, became balance model derived by North [1975]. This model deconnectedby extensive, shallow, and deformablesheetsof scribes meridional heat transport as a diffusive process
sial. Continued thickening of these sheets led to rigidity, characterized by a global diffusion coefficient, D. Energy
causingthe sheetsto break up into the smaller(continental) balance is obtained by setting energy transport into a given
latitude zone equal to the net radiative loss (outward infrared
plates of the late Proterozoic and Phanerozoicregime.
An important physical constraint on the timing of this radiation minus absorbed solar radiation). The model allows
processhas been pointed out by Hargraves [1976], basedon for the temperature dependenceof the infrared absorption
the requirement that the temperatureat the base of the sial (using the Budyko [1969] parameterization with constant
must be less than 750øC to maintain a solid state. As the heat
cloudiness) and the dependenceof the albedo on ice cover.
flux from the interior diminished, and the geothermalgradi- A annual-mean latitudinal distribution of solar radiation is
ent decreased, the depth below the surface of the 750øC used, so seasonal variations are suppressed.While such a
isotherm increased. This depth can be calculated from simple model cannot be expected to give highly accurate
cooling models, such as those of McKenzie and Weiss results, the physical reasonsfor the responseof the climate
[1975], once the initial abundances of radionuclides in the
to external forcing are clearly brought out.
The equationsand data which specify this model are given
crust and mantle are specified.For chondritic initial abunin the Appendix. The free parameters are D, the diffusion
dances, the depth of the 750øCisotherm (in granite) is 16 km
at 2.5 b.y. BP, 25 km at 1.3 b.y. BP, and 38 km at 0.5 b.y.
coefficient, and Q, the solar radiation incident on the top of
BP. For the initial abundances inferred from surface rocks
the atmosphere. For given values of D and Q, the model
on the earth [Wasserburg et al., 1964], the corresponding predicts the surface temperature (as a function of X = sine
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(latitude)) and Xs, the location of the ice-capedge. The edge
of the ice cap is placed at the latitude with a (annual-mean)
temperature of -10øC, as observed for the present climate
[Budyko, 1969].
The diffusion coe•cient which characterizes the present
atmosphere-ocean system is determined by matching predicted surface temperatures to the observed climate, using
the present solar radiation (=Q0). We find that a dimensionless diffusion coefficient D = 0.267 gives a reasonable fit.
With this fixed value for D, the location of the ice cap as a

functionof Q/Qois shownin Figure2. The portionsof the
curve indicated by dotted lines are unstable and, therefore,
inaccessibleto a steady-stateclimate. These solutions(with
negative slope) suggestthat the ice caps grow in responseto
an increase in the solar radiation, which is not physical.
Mathematical instability of such solutionshas been demonstrated by North [1975] for this model and, for more generalized models, by Cahalan and North [1979].
The solutions shown in Figure 2 indicate that, if the
incident solar radiation is decreased, the ice caps expand
from Xs = 0.95 (at Q/Qo = 1) to Xs = 0.60 (at Q/Qo = 0.95).
The high albedo of the ice capsprovidesa positivefeedback
to changesin Q since expansionof the ice in responseto a
decrease

in incident

solar radiation

further

decreases

the

sion coefficient

in the climate models. Models

for various

values of D are shown in Figure 3. We have not differentiated between stable and unstable portions of the solutions
since stability can be easily determined by examining the
slopesof the curves. We have also deleted the ice-free and
ice-covered

branches. The dashed lines indicate the limits of

no transportand infinitetransport.Within this range,it is
difficult to prescribedirect limits on D since the global
diffusion coefficient characterizes the integrated effects of
many local transportsubsystems.An indirect upperlimit can
be set by noting that, for D >- 1.5, the equatorial temperature
drops below 0øC, even for Xs = 1.0. However, this limit is
not very restrictivein the presentcontext sincesolutionsfor
such large values of D converge rapidly to the infinite
diffusion solution.

Examination of Figure 3 reveals several interesting as-

pectsof thisclimatemodel.First, the lowerlimit on Q/Qofor
an ice-free solution occurs where the curves intersect Xs =
1.0. As D is increased (possibly representingpast climates

with greater free ocean circulation) this lower limit decreases, suggestingthat a smaller solar luminosity can be
compensated by increased energy transport to prevent a
freeze over. The limit on suchcompensationcorrespondsto
Q/Qo = 0.81 for the infinitediffusioncaseandto Q/Qo= 0.84

fraction of that radiation which is absorbed. For Q/Qo <
0.95, this feedback dominates to the point that the only
possible solution correspondsto an ice-covered earth (Xs =
0.0). Given that the solar luminosityhas changedby considerably more than 5% over the history of the earth, this model
clearly demonstrates the need for compensatory mechanisms to prevent total freeze over. According to equation
(1), the solar luminosity was lower than the critical value (L/
Ls = 0.95) for times earlier than 0.6 b.y. BP. Unless other

for D = 1.5. Second, we find that for D •> 0.05 the curves
have negative slopes everywhere. In this case, the only
stable solutions correspondto the ice-free and ice-covered
branches. This suggeststhat an ice age which stopsshort of

climatic factors intervened, the earth would have been

its lack of ice ages (see Figure 1). Finally, it appearsthat
changesin the globaltransportefficiencycaninitiateice ages
in this model. Consider, for example, the solutions for

totally glaciatedand the high albedowould have maintained
this state up to somefuture time when L/Ls > 1.3 (see Figure

total freeze-over is not possiblein a vigorously circulating
climate. It is interesting that the early Proterozoic regime,
which we have tentatively identified as a period of enhanced
oceanic heat transport, roughly coincides with the long

periodbetween2,3 and0.9 b.y. BP whichis remarkable
for

2). The stabilityof the 'white earth' solution,with the

Q/Qo= 1.0. With D = 0.4, an ice-freesolutionis possiblebut

present solar input, has been demonstrated with general
circulation models [Wetheraid and Manabe, 1975], as well as
with the simpler energy balance models.
We can qualitatively explore the effect of changesin the
atmosphere-oceanheat transport by varying the globaldiffu-

there are no stable solutions corresponding to partial ice
cover. If the diffusioncoefficientdropsto 0.2, the only stable
solutionscorrespondto an ice cap extendingto Xs = 0.81
and the ice-covered

I O-I0-
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solution.

Of course, conclusions drawn from such a simplistic
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Fig. 2. Position of the ice-cap boundary as a function of the
solar radiation input for a model with the diffusion coefficientfor the
present climate.
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Fig. 3. Position of the ice-cap boundary as a function of the
solar radiationinput for modelswith various diffusioncoe•cients.
The values of the dimensionlessdiffusion coe•cient (see appendix)
are given next to the curves.
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model must be treated with caution. Althoughattemptshave
been made to derive energy balance models capable of
quantitative predictions [cf. Barron et al., 1981], the model
we have used is much simpler and was designedto study
qualitative and mathematicalproperties of climate models.
Further, it is not clear that diffusion, which refers to a smallscale, random-walk type of transport, can provide an adequate description of the effects of the large-scale ocean
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APPENDIX

In the diffusive energy balance climate model derived by
North [1975], latitudinal energy transport balances the net
radiative loss (or gain) in each latitude zone. The equation
expressingthis balance is
d

d

D -- (1 - X 2)

T(X) = I(X) - QS(X)a(X) (A1)

Txx

circulation. Nevertheless, this model clearly demonstrates
where D, X, and Q are defined in section (3.3), T(X) is the
the important influenceof meridional heat transport.
surface temperature, I(X) is the outward infrared radiation,
S(X) specifies the latitudinal distribution of incoming solar
4.
CONCLUSIONS
As stated by Budyko [ 1977], 'the climate is determined by
the solar radiation incident on the upper boundary of the
atmosphere, by the atmospheric composition, and by the
structure of the earth's surface.' Models of the sun predict
that the solar radiation has monotonically increased by 0.3
Ls over the past 4.7 b.y. Since the earth's surface temperature has remained remarkably constantduring this time, one
or both of the other climatic factors stressed by Budyko
must have compensated for the change in the solar input.
Traditionally, only changes in atmospheric composition
(producing a greenhouse effect) have been considered as a
compensatory mechanism. Although this remains an interesting area of investigation [e.g., Walker et al., 1981], we
believe that changesin the surface structure should also be
considered. We suggestthat such changesaffect the climate
primarily by altering the effectiveness of meridional heat
transport, particularly the component of heat transport due
to the oceans. Note that the increasedheat transportis not a
direct heating mechanism like the greenhouse effect, but
rather a moderating mechanism. Nevertheless, by preventing the formation of ice cover and a concomitant increase of
the earth's albedo, heat transport can greatly affect the
transition

to a frozen-over

state and maintain

moderate

surface temperatures.
In section 3.3, we estimated that changesin the structure
of the earth's surface can, at most, compensate for a
reduction in the solar luminosityto 0.84 Ls, throughchanges
in meridionalheat transport. This representsonly 55% of the
predicted solar change and the actual compensationby this
mechanism may be less. Other mechanisms are still required. It is probably best to assume that the greenhouse
effect and changes in poleward heat transport have both
played roles in the long-term evolution of the climate. We
should also note that the geological changes described in
section3.3 will have important effectson the rate of removal
of CO2 from the atmosphere. This will affect the time scale
estimated

in section 3.2.

Finally, we emphasizethe speculativenature of the entire
faint-young-sun problem. At present, the only statements
which can be made with some certainty are (1) that the solar
radiation incident on the atmospherehas increasedby approximately 30% (of its presentvalue) over the history of the
earth, (2) that this change in solar energy input cannot be
compensatedby energy sources arising from the interior of
the earth, and (3) that the absence of a paleoclimatic
signature of the increasing solar luminosity requires some
compensatorymechanism(s).Becauseof the possibleoperation of more than one compensatory mechanism, it is
particularly important that the changingsolar luminositynot
be usedto estimatepast concentrationsof atmosphericCO2.

radiation, and a(X) is the coalbedo. For a(X) and I(X), we
used the forms suggestedby Budyko [1969]:
a(X) = 0.38

X > Xs
(A2)

=0.68

X < Xs

with the ice-cap boundary X• determined by the condition
T(XO = - 10øC, and
I(X) = A + BT(X)

(A3)

with A = 201.4 W m-2 and B = 1.45 W m-2 øC-• [North,
1975]. Recent calibrations of the infrared parameterization
suggestthat the coefficient B should be increased to -•2 W

m-2 øC-• [Northet al., 1981].Useof thislargervaluewould
decrease somewhat the sensitivity of our models to changes
in solar radiation.

The

values

of the diffusion

coefficient

discussedin 3.3 have been put in dimensionlessform by
dividing by B.
S(X) was expanded as a series in even order Legendre
polynomials:
N

S(X): 1 + Z

SnPn(X)

(A4)

n,even

describing the seasonally averaged distribution of solar
radiation. The models discussedin section 3.3 were computed using the N = 8 expansion of Coakley [1979]. Trial runs
with the N = 2 expansion suggestedby North [1975] gave
very similar results. For given values of D and Q, equations
(A1) to (A4) can be solved analytically, as described by
North [ 1975].
For the present solar radiation we used

Q0= S0/4= 342.1W m-2

(A5)

where So is the solar constant, based on the satellite measurementsof Willson et al. [1981]. This value is 2.3% larger
than that used by North [1975]. As a result, the diffusion
coefficientwe require to fit the present climate differs from
the value obtained by North.
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